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	HEADLINE: Cloned additional three SA genes from citrus
	TITLE: Manipulating SA-mediated defense signaling to stimulate broad-spectrum resistance to HLB and other diseases in citrus
	PI: Hua Lu
	ABSTRACT: The goal of this study is to introduce broad resistance in citrus against HLB and other diseases via manipulating salicylic acid (SA)-mediated defense signaling. Specifically, we proposed to identify SA-related genes in citrus and manipulate expression of these genes genetically to elevate SA levels and/or signaling in citrus and subsequently test the transgenic citrus plants for resistance against HLB. Towards this goal, we have three specific objectives and have made the following progresses since last report. Objective 1: Identify genes positively regulating SA-mediated defense in citrusIn last report, we described the identification of citrus SA homologs via bioinformatics analysis and the cloning of the citrus NPR1 (ctNPR1) gene. Now we have cloned three additional full-length citrus SA genes, ctEDS5, ctNDR1 and ctPAD4, using combination of RT-PCR and 5’ and 3’ RACE approaches. These three new SA genes were cloned in the pGEM vector. To provide a more detailed analysis of expression of citrus SA regulators, we infected eight-month-old trees with ‘Valencia’ orange (Citrus sinensis (L.) Osbeck) scion on Cleopatra mandarin (C. reticulata Blanco) rootstock with Ca. L. asiaticus and are in the process of collecting tissue for RNA extraction followed by RT-PCR. At five-week post inoculation, 14 out of 30 inoculated plants were PCR-positive for Ca. L. asiaticus but no plant showed any leaf symptoms of HLB. At 11-week post inoculation, 24 out of 30 inoculated plants were PCR-positive for Ca. L. asiaticus, among which 17 plants displayed disease symptoms. Control plants were always PCR-negative and did not display any leaf symptoms. Additional time point, about 14-week post inoculation, will be used to collect leaf tissue from these plants.  Objectives 2: Complement Arabidopsis SA mutants with corresponding citrus homologuesWe cloned ctNPR1 in the binary vector pBINplus/ARS and already transformed Arabidopsis mutant npr1-1 and the wild type control Columbia with the ctNPR1/pBINplus/ARS construct. The T0 seeds will be harvested in about a month followed by selecting transgenic plants and possibly also testing disease resistance in the next generation. In addition, we are currently in the process of cloning ctEDS5, ctNDR1 and ctPAD4 into pBINplus/ARS for a complementation test of Arabidopsis eds5-1, ndr1-1, and pad4-1 mutants, respectively. Objectives 3: Assess the roles of SA regulators in controlling disease resistance in citrusWhile we are waiting for the result of a complementation test for ctNPR1 in Arabidopsis, we have also placed the ctNPR1/pBINplus/ARS construct in the pipeline of transforming citrus.
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